Uniform is an integral part of school life. It represents excellence, high standards and a pride in
ourselves and our school community. With this in mind we need to be very clear in our expectations
and we thank you for your continued support and cooperation with this. Please ensure that you read
the uniform information section of this letter really carefully and understand what is expected. The
uniform expectations outlined below apply to ALL STUDENTS IN YEARS 7- 11.
If you have any concerns or issues regarding uniform at all please do contact your child’s Achievement
Lead prior to your child’s return and we will endeavour to support you in whatever way we can. It is
imperative that any problems are raised prior to the Scholar’s return so that they can be rectified.
Uniform Expectations

Students Must Wear
Shirt
Plain white shirt with stiff collar, buttoned to
the neck and tucked in (can be short or long
sleeved).

Trousers
Plain black trousers made from tailored
material.

Skirts
Option 1: Kirk Hallam Community Academy
School Skirt Option 2: Knee length stitched
down pleated skirt (see images below).
The skirt must be:
 Tailored material
 Black
 Pleated
 Knee length
Blazer and Tie
Kirk Hallam Community Academy Blazer and tie
worn at all times.

Tight and Socks
Plain black tights and socks.
Coats and Outerwear
A plain sensible coat that can be worn over the
blazer.

Students must NOT wear
Polo shirts.
T-shirts.
Patterned, coloured or T-shirts with logos, worn
underneath the school shirt.
Shirt with collar worn without the tie.

Skinny or tight trousers.
Jean or denim material.
Cropped trousers.
Embellishments or adornments.
Leggings or jeggings.

Any other skirt.

No blazer or tie.
A hooded top or sweatshirt worn under the
blazer.

Coloured tights or socks.

Hooded tops, sweatshirts or jumpers.

Footwear
Plain black formal leather shoes with a stepped
heel (see below for images).

School bag
A bag suitable in size to carry books and
equipment.
Appearance
Watch.
One pair of small studs.
Sensible hair styles.

Footwear
Permitted shoe styles

Trainers or trainer styled footwear.
Pumps.
Shoes with indiscreet logos.

Bags too small to carry necessary books and
equipment.

Any facial or body piercings.
False or acrylic nails.
Unnatural hair colours.
Unconventional hair styles.
Excessive make up.
False eyelashes.

Not permitted shoe styles

Skirts
Permitted skirt styles
Option 1 - Kirk Hallam Official School Skirt
This can be purchased at Just School Wear
https://www.just-schoolwear.co.uk/shop/Kirk-Hallam-Community-Academy.html

Option 2 - Knee length stitched down pleated skirt

